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Movement of an outer hair cell, Ear Institute, UCL 





The Basilar and the tectorial membrane 



In a practise of obverse homeostasis, the 
tectorial membrane gives us our hearing 
by distributing nanoscale pores as a 
mean to control the movement of its own 
water. For a long time, its presence atop 
of the inner ear hair cells opened 
mouths. The size and arrangement of 
pores within this mercurial membrane, an 
accuracy of black and white clods, 
creates a distal clade in the ear where 
anthropomorphised deities, sound–
hearing–listening, become waves of light 
entering the brain, honeycomb under a 
microscope, ice on the ground, bats in 
the trees, moods stuck to us.  
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The tectorial membrane 
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Together, we share a curiosity about the 
invisible dynamics of communication set 
in motion by our moving bodies in 
relation to the various ecological systems 
of which we are part.   



Part 2 

This is an extract from a lecture given 
at China Academy of Art, Hangzhou 2021   



Embodied knowledge across time 
Or how we know might have to be rethought 



How do we inhabit? 



Being in movement 



in a fragile setting 
of multiple lifeworlds... 



....before life on land 



.... before animals, humans, plants, trees  



An organism reminiscent of polyps 



.... takes on the shape of an umbrella-like body, 
 as it begins to move through water 



....  and the first elements of the oldest sense 
known in the human body start to emerge 



Together, we would like to see  
platforms of exchange around topics that frame 
humble connective beginnings. 

And enable an experiential reconnection to our body 
as a store of internally crafted technologies. 



By transcending conventional relationships to sound 
new meanings for the unheard are established and highlighted 



Research through ‚under‘ standing and being with (a situation) 

By transcending conventional relationships to sound 
new meanings for the unheard are established and highlighted 



In the following installation an 
approximation of the semi-circular canals 
has been scaled up to a ratio of 
approximately 1:150.  

This scaling up reverses our relationship 
of inside/outside.  

The emphasis of the performance by the 
two dancers is to make visible the push 
and pull dynamic between the two 
structures.  



The vestibular system predates voice, hearing and vision.  
The combination of canals, hair and small calcium carbonate crystals, the otoliths,  
tell us  

         ’You are here now’ 
EXPO Museum, Shanghai. Marceau Chenault, Eric Alessi. December 2017 
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Thank you 


